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How can you become rich in reality?
How can you become rich in reality?
Well this article is a center of attraction for everyone as there is no
human in this world who hates money. Anyways let’s start this
wonderful process of earning loads of money. Well I am not selling
any lottery here and I am not telling you any shortcut way of tricks or
games to earn money here. This process needs patience and
motivation but it surely works.
Money has been the most important need and want for everyone
and no matter how much we deny this valuable fact, money is the
only medium by which we can live our life smoothly. As money is
the main priority for running our daily lives its impact is also
dramatic and dangerous.
The most important things we forget while earning our daily living is
that every other person thinks like us. No matter how much different
we are from other person we all have same desires and liking's in
terms of money. The level of desires may be distinct but the
intentions of spending are almost same.
Everyone desires for luxury but every one's priority is responsibility
and debts. No matter how much powerful or powerless we are, we
all desire for a smooth trouble free life. We all wish to enjoy a life full
of peace and harmony. We all want to live a trouble free life but in
the phase of competition we forget the art of making our life the
perfect life.
Well this life is precious; you never know what happens next, so
being stubborn or angry will not solve our problems. The biggest
thing is we engage ourselves into the most useless competition and
that is the competition with our friends, neighbors and relatives. Yes
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it’s the most useless, time wasting activity we do entire life in order
to prove our status higher than these people which does not prove
anything at the end of the day.
The biggest problem is comparison, comparison for no reason. This
comparison and competition provokes us to convert our want into
need and this misconception creates difficulty in our normal life. We
feel low, we feel less than perfect and we surely feel inferior which
does not prove anything in anyway. No matter how much lavishly
we spend our money, we will face everything by our own. From our
troubles to our debts to our worries, we will be surely responsible for
our own actions as no relative and no friend will prove helpful in our
bad times.
The over spending and careless spending makes us short of funds
and our urge to show more does not make us realize the mistakes
we are doing while dealing with money. Money is not favorable to
anyone. Money is dangerous if noticed by wrong people. Some of
us also have tendency to show extra large but in reality we are extra
small. Well spending beyond our capacity will not only put us in
trouble but will also ignite some negative elements who are
surrounded by us in shape of friends or acquaintances or work
mates and even servants.
Money provokes everything and it has the power to turn a saint into
the devil. It’s really important to use it wisely as money will never
extinct but our one mistake may put our name is history.
The right spending and careful use will defiantly prove beneficial, it’s
a long process and you can surely try this for 6 months or may be a
year and you will surely notice the difference.
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Why children object their divorcee or widowed parent to
have sex?
Why children object their divorcee or widowed parent to have
sex?
It’s really hard to survive with the fact that your parents are divorced
or you lost one of your parents. Well in both the cases
(divorce/widow) children lose there complete family and feel
frustrated. They just don’t want to see this separation. It has been
seen that things become more difficult and dramatic when the
parents are divorced. The child who was used to their guardians
and their day to day living and love has to adjust him/ her according
to the realities of the world. He/she has to adjust to the maximum
and sacrifice the whole concept of family.
The parents who were so much in love and affection are now dating
other person which not only creates a mental tension among
children but a kind of revolt inside their little hearts. The children
cannot see and accept some stranger taking the place of their
mother and father. For them there parents are ideal match no
matter how much they fight .Its a usual issue among families which
are going through the process of divorce.
Talking about widowhood , the families where children lose there
one parent , it could be mother or father , they know that their one
member of the family has been gone and their is no way of bringing
them back but still they preserve the position of the lost member by
assuming or imagining there existence and presence in their hearts.
But what about the person who is left alone? Well children may feel
that they are the only one who are affected at the greater level by
the death of there parent but the biggest loss is suffered by the
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guardian who lost his/her companion. Parents not only play the role
of guardian but they had many roles with there companion. From
good friends to good lovers to good emotional bonds they share
everything with each other. The death is seriously something which
creates suicidal feeling among the left alone partner. The father or
mother whomsoever is facing widow hood cannot share every need
and want with their children. As a human we have many needs and
wants, we all running towards our needs and wants in our one life
then how we cannot expect the needs and wants of our parents?
Well most of the children and society put restrictions on the
widowed parent by banning his/her sex life and social life. Well
banning here does not mean like any law or something but by
putting social restrictions and remarks. If the widowed parent
engages himself/herself in love affair or sex encounters , things
become over dramatic as his/her casual relationships and sex
encounters are considered taboo.
Well this restriction generally starts from children’s side first as they
do not motivate their parent for dating, instead they encourage them
to devote their rest of life for their welfare and upbringing which is
surely the most meanest and selfish trait of today’s youth.
The person who is widowed is not a criminal, he/she is already
facing the pain of sacrifice and detachment but still the youth puts
restrictions on their parents with the most common excuse that “we
cannot allow anyone to take our mother/father place.”
Sex is a pure body need and there is no shame about it. It’s a well
justified need and every one has right to enjoy there life and there
own personal space. Being a parent is not a punishment and being
widowed or divorcee is not a curse, every person is human first and
foremost and fostering self needs and wants is seriously not a sin.
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The divorcee parents who don’t feel uncomfortable with there ex
due to any valid reasons do have the right to start there new life with
new choices. Children’s do not have any right to control the life of
their divorced parents. Divorce is a critical option only taken when
things do not work out in any way.
It’s the mutual duty of parents to adjust there liabilities and issues
smoothly , it’s a fact that the life of children is affected by this critical
and most heart breaking decision of divorce but carrying the load of
an unsuccessful marriage is seriously not a wise option.
We get one life and no one knows what happens next after this life.
Being born as a human is a blessing so gain this opportunity by
enjoying love and pleasure in life don’t waste this one life in
unnecessary quarrels and fight as at the end of the day you will be
left alone with nothing but regret.
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But why she was raped ?
The recent news of gang rape of a 23yr old girl by 6 drunkards
on a running bus has left a miserable impact on the psyche of
families…Especially the fathers, brothers and boyfriends. May
be because of what all happened to the girl… her bf was
thrown out of the bus, she was raped for continuous 2 hours,
beaten by iron rod and the rod even inserted into her due to
which her small and large intestines are damaged. Thrown out
of the bus at last she was lying hurt and nude on the road and
nobody even cared to cover her up until the police arrived.

Her face was also damaged and she’s lying in coma… several
operations done and doctors are still uncertain if she’ll survive
or not. The incident has led to a mass protest in the country.
Of course the inference of the brutal incident is that the city or I
must say India is not safe for women. But worth noticing is
how are families reacting to this and how such incident took
place in the CAPITAL CITY of the country.

I’m a convent educated girl. My principal Mrs. Williams used to
tell us a story every Friday, the baseline of which was always
that “SMALL THINGS MATTER A LOT”. Thinking on the same
grounds I started analyzing as to what is responsible for such
a brutal act???
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Is it the inefficiency of Law??

Or the Police?? Or the society??

Or the psyche of people regarding the status of women in the
countryIndia??

Or is it movies?

Entertainment? Porn?? Increasing female infanticide??

Or is it the women themselves??

2,28,674(approx.) rape cases were reported in year 2011
excluding the cases of marital rape ( coz that’s not even
counted as rape).. From that only 58,000 cases were acted
upon and 90% of the culprits are still living in jail. Moreover the
punishment for the crime is just 7 yrs in prison. This is what we
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talk about law??

And the police???? In a magazine survey of about 100 police
stations it was revealed that police officers do not act on the
reports, and the justifications they give for the matter is that
90% of the women filing such reports are either prostitutes or
the ones aggressing the males themselves. Not just this… in a
country where vehicles having tinted windows are not allowed;
a bus with curtains and tinted windows roam almost
everywhere in the city brutally raping a girl and is not stopped
even by a single traffic police officer.

We blame the law and the police at the highest of our pitch but
what about the society where female infanticide is increasing
day by day rendering a girl child as a burden on the family???

And especially a burden due to dowry demands and mythical
notions that a male child carries a family’s existence and the
funeral done by a son will confirm you salvation or a place in
heaven. Or the society where girls are restricted, forced to
submission, stay homely, beaten, burnt, abused, and even
raped by several members of the family in which she is
married???
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What would the guys brought up in such families learn???

That abusing and beating a girl is normal!! coz my dad does
that to my mother, my brother does that to his wife, so its cool
if I do the same to my wife or gf?????

This is the situation of literate. And the illiterates????

Majority of people live below poverty line struggling for daily
living, working as house maids, drivers, auto and rickshaw
pullers, vegetable or fruit sellers, street vendors etc who marry
the girls of 13 or similar age and by the age of 27 these ladies
give birth to 13-14 kids. Some of them are sold, some given
away for child labor, some opt for unfair means and some die
out of some illness. How is crime not expected from such
people who are so frustrated and struggling for a living????

This is not everywhere. There are families with the so called
“modern beliefs”.. They don’t restrict their girls, co-education
and all are encouraged. Wearing modern dresses is also
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allowed. But I also have a query regarding this uneven
modernization of the society. Girls visit malls and public places
wearing sexy/tight dresses intending to attract some
handsome guy the filmy way. How bout the lusty beasts selling
fruits or driving vehicles by the road side?? Is it a girl’s fault or
is a guy’s fault?? Or is it both the ways???

Even if I skip blaming the guys and the girls here, how about
the films and entertainment world??? The explicit sex scenes
had been increasingly shown in movies, item songs with some
bar dancers dancing in bikinis around drunken guys… God
knows what sensor board does!! Or the cheap porn been
shown in old theatres of not so developed cities?? And such
content being easily available to cheap people???

Or the increasing adventurous twists in the porns ranging
from blowjobs to gangbangs and stuffs like this??? Or Some
women publicly announcing to go nude if the cricket team won
the match?? Some women being forced to give similar
pleasures and some are volunteering happily for the same.

Or is it us??? The people of so called “civilized society”
ranging from doctors, lawyers, businessmen to officers,
politicians, actors and celebrities who talk and discuss at
length about such heinous crimes, whine about the
mismanagement in the society, criticize law, criticize police,
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say things like: “city isn’t safe. ... Such people must be hanged
or given punishments publicly... Etc etc”, sympathize with the
suffering victim, restrict the girls and ladies at home and
having their part of duty done take nice nap on their
comfortable mattress??? Aren’t we also responsible in the
0.001% way for the incident that happened with the little
innocent girl????

Like expected my family has also restricted my movement
because they are also scared. But what makes a difference for
me is that in the morning my dad handed me a pepper spray
saying: “the city is not safe and you must carry this with you.
Not just this, I’m going to teach you self defense so that
wherever you are, you can protect yourself. Other than that you
just need to be a little alert whenever you go out.”.

And I think this is what really needs to be done in addition to
implementation of strict laws… A social reform, change of
psyche, teaching the girls and the weak to protect themselves
and to stay alert.

Gandhi ji said: women have much more potential than men.
And with this I Dr. Prerna want to appeal all the people reading
this blog to please teach your kids love and respect for the
girls and the weak, teach your girls to protect themselves.
Because the society changes the city and cities change the
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